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 This study aims to describe the representation ability profile of prospective English teachers in 
terms of Prior Knowledge (PK) and the types of errors that are made based on the Newman 
procedure. The research method used is descriptive qualitative case research. The subjects of this 
study were 50 level IV students taking Statistics on ELT (English Language Teaching) courses in 
the English Language Program at a university in Cirebon. The results of the data show that the 
ability of the prospective teacher's mathematical representation in solving statistical questions in 
ELT in terms of PK, namely the upper group with an average of 76.57% lower than the average 
midterm score of 95.75, the middle group with an average 67.82% lower than the midterm 
average of 82, and the lower group with an average of 38.33% lower than the midterm average of 
57%. The types of mistakes made by the SKB group were many mistakes in understanding the 
problem, transforming the problem, and the final answer. The SKS group had the most mistakes 
in the final answer and the SKA group had the most errors in understanding the problem. Based 
on the results of research for learning mathematics to prospective language teachers starting from 
basic concepts, not only memorizing but concepts, giving problems related to the ability of 
mathematical representation with lots of practice questions, especially in statistical tests. 

Keywords: mathematical representation ability, Newman’s procedure, teachers, mathematics, EFL 

INTRODUCTION 

Mathematics is a language represented by verbal and symbols (P. P. Waller & Flood, 2016). 
Mathematical language is a universal language, meaning that it can be understood by anyone 
regardless of what language they use (Adoniou & Qing, 2014). Mathematics as a queen and servants 
of other sciences such as physics, chemistry, economics, and biology (Al-Agili et al., 2012) can also 
help solve human problems. This can be seen from the use of mathematics in every activity, especially 
in solving problems that occur in everyday life (Mahanta & Islam, 2012). In the world of education, 
mathematics is a compulsory subject from elementary to middle school levels. At the tertiary level, 
mathematics becomes a General Basic Course in study programs other than mathematics or 
mathematics education. One of the courses that involves mathematics in the English study program is 
statistics on English Language Teaching (ELT). The statistics on ELT course has a weight of 3 credits. 

Language, Logic, Mathematics, and Statistics are components that are intertwined with one another in 
a scientific activity. Language is a communication tool, logic is a pattern of thinking, mathematics 
plays a role in deductive thinking patterns and statistics plays a role in inductive thinking patterns (H. 
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Suyitno, 2008). According to (Planas & Schütte, 2018), the big challenge of mathematics education 
research in the field of language is integrating various knowledge from various sources to understand 
language, learning and mathematical thinking processes. Statistics on ELT studies the size of central 
tendency, the spread, as well as several statistical hypothesis tests. The purpose of this course is to 
assist English students in data processing, especially in scientific activities that involve quantitative 
research. Therefore, it is very important in equipping English study program students with quantitative 
literacy. A person is said to have quantitative literacy if he / she is able to read, write, has knowledge 
related to numbers, and can apply it in the context of everyday life (Rafianti et al., 2018). One 
indicator of quantitative literacy is the ability to represent (AAC & U, 2009) which means the ability 
to transform relevant information into various mathematical forms (for example, equations, graphs, 
diagrams, tables, words) (Rafianti et al., 2018). Representation ability is one of the five standard 
processes that students need to have and master in learning mathematics (Martin, 2000). The inclusion 
of representation as a standard component of the process in the Principles and Standards for School 
Mathematics in addition to problem solving, reasoning, communication and connection skills is quite 
reasonable because to think mathematically and communicate mathematical ideas one needs to 
represent them in various forms of mathematical representations (Fadillah, 2011). Furthermore, 
mathematical representation ability need to be mastered well because mathematical information is 
often presented in the form of language and symbols (Thomas et al., 2015). 

In fact, there are many obstacles faced by students in studying statistics on ELT. Based on the results 
of the interviews, most of the English students took the Language study program because they did not 
like maths lessons. This is due to students' perceptions that mathematics is confusing, difficult to 
understand story problems, many formulas to remember, and weak in arithmetic operations. The 
assumption that mathematics is difficult (Erdogan et al., 2014) will cause anxiety in learning, which in 
turn affects learning achievement (Al-Agili et al., 2012). The problem of understanding sentences in 
questions is also the most difficult problem faced by students (Verschaffel et al., 2020). In addition, it 
was also found that many students did not understand how to process data, they did not even 
understand the research outputs presented in the report. As a shortcut, finally students took advantage 
of illegal data processing services to process and analyze data without studying the process first (Putra 
et al., 2018). Therefore, this data processing business is very popular and the location is close to the 
campuses. 

Based on the results of the Final Semester Examination for the Statistics on ELT course in the odd 
semester of 2018-2019, the average UAS score is 51.06 or is in the letter of quality C. According to 
(Planas & Schütte, 2018), a big challenge for mathematics education research is related to the 
language field is to integrate a variety of knowledge from multiple sources to understand the language 
of mathematics, learning and thinking processes. The results of learning statistics on ELT that are not 
yet optimal cannot be continued, it is necessary to analyze the answers to questions from prospective 
English teachers. This evaluation is carried out in order to minimize the occurrence of the same error 
repetition. Mathematical errors of prospective teachers need attention, because if they are not resolved 
immediately, the errors will have a successive impact on the next math problem (Sumule et al., 2018). 
Therefore, this paper will discuss the types of errors made by prospective English teachers in 
answering Statistics on ELT according to Newman's procedures and find out what the profile or 
description of how the ability of prospective English teachers to represent mathematics looks like. 

Several studies related to the mathematical representation ability profile that have been carried out 
include the representation ability profile of UMP (Muhammadiyah Purwokerto University) physics 
education students (Fatmaryanti & Sarwanto, 2015), elementary school students in Sumedang Selatan 
District (Handayani & Juanda, 2019), VIII grade students at SMPN 3 Kaliwadir Tulungagung on 
SPLDV material (Permatasari, 2020) and class X students at SMKN 1 Boyolangu Tulungangung 
(Hermawan, 2018). The novelty in this study is to look at the mathematical representation ability 
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profile involving prospective English teachers. This research needs to be done so that lecturers know 
the description of mathematical representation abilities and hope that they can design mathematics 
learning that is suitable for the characteristics of language students. Therefore, one of the research 
objectives discussed in this paper is to describe the profile of the mathematical representation ability 
of English Education students at Swadaya Gunung Jati University Cirebon in the Statistics on ELT 
course. 

Several studies related to student error analysis have also been carried out, including the analysis of 
Student Errors in Solving Linear Inequalities (Amir, 2015), Vector (Jana, 2018), analytic geometry of 
the material fields of lines and circles (Imswatama, 2016), logic problems (Romadiastri, 2012), and 
Kalkulus I (Rahmawati, 2017). Previous studies were conducted on prospective mathematics 
education teachers and PGSD. Research involving prospective English teachers has never been carried 
out. types of mathematical errors in prospective English teachers in the Statistics on ELT course.This 
is important to determine the learning design, be it the design of teaching materials, media, models, 
and others that can be used appropriately in order to minimize the mistakes made. 

Review of Literature 

Mathematical representation ability  

There are two types of mathematical representations, namely internal and external. The relationship 
between the two types of representation can be seen in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 
Mathematical representation in number 3 

Figure 1 shows a process of mathematical representation ability in numbers. For example, when we 
say 3, students will represent 3 in their minds with something else such as numbers, writing, or 
pictures. The ability of representation arises from the process of the reciprocal relationship between 
internal and external representations. Internal representation ability is the ability possessed by students 
as activities in the mind that are invisible or non-visual, such as mathematical modeling and numerical 
representation (Minarni et al., 2016). While external representation is a form of internal representation 
of something that can be seen in the form of words, symbols, diagrams so that it can be expressed 
verbally and in writing (Widakdo, 2017). This is in line with (Yuanita et al., 2018), that there are 5 
external levels of mathematical representation including objects in the real world, multiple 
representations, arithmetic symbol representations, verbal representations, and image or graphic 
representations. Statistics on ELT is a subject that can develop this mathematical representation 
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ability. This is in line with Widodo and Aristyo who said that statistical problems, especially the 
Hypothesis Test material, have a variety of representations for solving problems (Aristiyo, 2019). 
Therefore, the ability of mathematical representation is a basic ability that students must have (Jitendra 
et al., 2016). 

Mathematical errors 

The problem is the gap between hope and reality. A math problem can become a math problem if the 
prospective teacher does not have a picture to solve the problem, but the teacher candidate wishes to 
solve the math problem (Widodo, 2013). Thus prospective teachers are said to make mistakes if they 
do the questions incorrectly. This can happen in the problem solving process or in the final result. 
When prospective teachers solve problems incorrectly, an in-depth analysis of the answers can help 
lecturers classify the types of mistakes that are mostly made and make plans to minimize errors 
(Nelson & Powell, 2018). There are several types of errors in solving math problems. According to 
Sriati (Sulistyowati, 2015), students' mistakes in doing math problems include: 1. Errors in making 
mathematical modeling. 2. Concept errors, namely errors in understanding mathematical concepts. 3. 
Strategy errors, namely mistakes that occur because students choose the wrong way to do it. 4. 
Systematic errors, namely errors relating to incorrect selection of extrapolation techniques. 5. Sign 
errors, namely errors in giving or writing mathematical signs or notations. 6. Calculation errors, 
namely errors in performing mathematical operations. The results of the research by (Adnyana & 
Bennu, 2019) show the location of the students' math errors including conceptual and procedural 
errors. Conceptual errors that often occur include misunderstanding problems, applying principles or 
operating rules, etc. While procedural errors include one due to incomplete procedures, doing 
arbitrary, wrong in arithmetic operations. . In this paper, the mistakes made by prospective English 
teachers in solving Statistics on ELT questions. will be reviewed from the problem solving stage 
according to Newman, namely (1) error reading the question; (2) misunderstanding the problem; (3) 
transformation error; (4) errors in process skills; and (5) errors in writing answers. 

Newman’s procedure 

The Newman error analysis method was first introduced in 1977 by Anne Newman, a mathematics 
teacher in Australia. The Newman procedure is often used to determine different types of student 
errors in doing math problems in many countries such as India, Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, and 
others (A. Suyitno & Suyitno, 2015). The error category based on the problem solving process 
according to Newman (Wijaya et al., 2014) consists of 5 types, namely: reading errors, understanding, 
transformation, processing skills and writing errors in answers. The indicators for the five types of 
errors in the statistics on ELT course refer to Newman's error category and are described in the 
following table (Dirgantoro et al., 2019) : 

Table 1 
Newman’s error category 

Newman’s Error Category Error of Indicator 

Reading - 

Understanding of the 
Problems 

- Not using proper statistical tests. 
- Wrong in choosing and using data from  

        Questions. 
- Wrong or not writing the research hypothesis. 

Transformation Using an incorrect formula 

Process Skill - The formula used is correct but the process is not finished. 
- Using a statistical test table incorrectly or use the correct table but read it incorrectly. 
- Wrong in determining criteria 
acceptance / rejection of the hypothesis 

Written Answer Error - Not write down conclusions 
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METHOD 

This research is qualitative research which aims to describe the mathematical representation ability 
profile in solving statistical problems. The research method used is descriptive qualitative. The sample  
in this study was all students of level III English Education study program in 2020 who took statistics 
on ELT as many as 50 students consisting of 9 boys and 41 girls. The research subjects were divided 
into three groups of mathematical abilities, namely high, medium and low level mathematical abilities 
which were obtained based on the students' initial mathematical ability/prior knowledge (PK) from the 
results of the even midterm exam, which amounted to 5 questions. The level of PK for each student is 
divided into three as in the following table : 

Table 2 
Research subject grouping based on prior knowledge (PK) 

Criteria Category 

PK ≥ X ̅+s Upper Group 

X ̅-s < PK< X ̅+s Medium Group 

X ̅-s ≤ PK Lower Group 

The instrument in this study was the researcher himself as the main instrument and a validated test of 
the thinking ability of mathematical representations. The indicators of the ability of mathematical 
representation in this study are : 

Table 3 
Mathematical representation ability indicators 

Aspect of mathematical representation Ability Indicators 

Visual Representation Use visual representations to solve problems. 

Representation of mathematical Expressions Create a mathematical equation or model from a given representation. 

Verbal Representation Write an interpretation of a representation. 

The steps in the research process are: 1. Provide a preliminary mathematical ability test, 2. Analyze 
and convert the test results based on PK into three categories, namely high, medium and low groups, 3. 
Provide a Mathematical Representation Ability Test. The test is in the form of data processing 
questions, which are arranged based on indicators of mathematical representation ability. 4. Analyzing 
the mathematical representation ability of prospective English teachers in terms of PK, 5. Analyzing 
the types of errors of prospective English teachers based on Newman procedures, 6. Reducing, 
abstraction, transformation and categorization of data and triangulating sources to obtain valid data. 7. 
Interpret and conclude research results. The table of categories of students' mathematical 
representation abilities can be seen in table 4. (Aryanti & Nursangaji, 2013) 

Table 4 
Category of mathematical representation ability 

Percentage Category 

≥ 90 Excellent 

80% - 89 % Good 

65% - 79% Fair 

55% - 64% Poor 

< 55% Very Poor 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

This research was conducted in September - January 2020 at the Gunung Jati Swadaya University 
(UGJ) Cirebon with the research subjects being students of level III who contracted the Statistics On 
ELT (English Language Teaching) course. From the beginning of the semester to the midterm 
examinations, students study descriptive statistics. In this period, observations were made on the initial 
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mathematical abilities of English Language Education students. Furthermore, the researcher used the 
mid semester results to group students based on prior knowledge. This is in line with Lestari and 
Yudhanegara who stated that another alternative in grouping students based on their initial 
mathematical ability level is to use data on daily test scores or last semester test scores (Lestari & 
Yudhanegara, 2015). The period after midterm to Final Examination students learn topics in 
inferential statistics. Before final exam, students were asked to take a mathematical representation 
ability test to see the profile of mathematical representation abilities based on Prior Knowledge (PK). 
To perform data processing, SPSS software is used. 

Profile of Mathematical Representation Ability of Prospective English teachers 

Based on the test scores, it was found that the mathematical representation ability profile on the 
statistical hypothesis test material for level III students of English Education Study Program, Gunung 
Jati Cirebon University, was based on the PK value. Data on the mathematical representation ability of 
three groups of students with high, medium and low abilities are as follows: 

Table 5 
Representation Ability of Prospective English teachers 
Indicators Percentage of Pre service English Teachers 

Low Medium High 

Use visual representations to solve problems. 42% 76.87% 71.43% 

Create a mathematical equation or model from a given representation 28% 62.19% 68.33% 

Write an interpretation of a representation 45% 64.4% 90% 

Average 38.33% 67.82% 76.57% 

Furthermore, the data were analyzed in depth to obtain an overview of the students' mathematical 
representation abilities from the three groups. : 

Lower Mathematics Ability Subject (SKB) 

Use Visual Representations to Solve Problems. 

Question 1. Construct a hypothesis from the SPSS output below.  

In accordance with the problems given, most of the SKB wrote test criteria to answer questions related 
to hypotheses from the visual representations presented (SPSS output).  

 
Figure 2 
One of the SKB answers (Question No. 1) 

Some SKB also do not understand the meaning of each number listed in the SPSS output. This is 
evidenced by an error in interpreting the numbers in the SPSS output. One of the SKB answers can be 
seen in figure 2. 

One-Sample Test 

Test Value = 20 

t df 
Sig. (2-
tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

4.025 19 .001 2.85000 1.3679 4.3321 

 
Translate : 

Ho : the average value of learning outcomes of English students who are active in organizations is 20. 
H1: the average value of learning outcomes of English students who are active in organizations is not equal to 20 
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In Figure 2, SKB can make null and alternative hypotheses with their own language and according to 
the given SPSS output. In question number 1 for the SKB group, there were 3 students who answered 
correctly and 6 students answered but not correctly and 1 student did not answer. 

Create a Mathematical Equation or Model from a Given Representation. 

Question 2. Create a regression equation from the results of the SPSS output below: 

In accordance with the problems given, SKB has not been able to make a mathematical model from 
the SPSS output table representation. Most of the SKB solve the problem of creating a mathematical 
model by writing down the interpretation of the SPSS output and making a hypothesis. There are 
students who answer by calculating the correlation coefficient. Even though what is being asked in the 
question is to make a mathematical model. One of the answers of students in the SKB group that is 
considered to represent other students can be seen in figure 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 
One of the SKB answers (Question No. 2) 

In Figure 3, students calculate the influence of student activities on learning achievement. SKB group 
students were fooled by the two SPSS output tables given. In Problem No. 2 for the SKB group, there 
were 1 student who answered correctly and 9 incorrectly 

 

Model 

Unstandardized 
Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

t Sig. B Std. Error Beta 

1 (Constant) 7.439 5.394  1.379 .176 

Student’s activity .939 .076 .894 12.304 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Posttest 

Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .894a .799 .794 4.65648 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Aktivitas Siswa 
b. Dependent Variable: Posttest 

 
Translate 

Ha   : There is no effect of gadgets (X) on morale (Y) 
H0   : There is an influence of gadgets (X) on morale (Y) 
Interpretation : Based on the output label above, it is known that the significant value is 0.0001 more than 0.05. So it can be 
concluded that Ha is rejected and Ho is accepted. so that it can be interpreted that there is an influence of gadgets (x) on 
morale (y). The magnitude of the influence of gadgets (x) on morale is 79.9% and the amount of no influence of gadgets is 
19.1%. 
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Write an Interpretation of a Representation. 

Question 3. Provide an interpretation of the results of the SPSS output 

 
In accordance with the problems given, most of the SKB answered interpretations with hypotheses. 
Students in the SKB are still unable to sort decimal values so they are still wrong in determining 
greater or lesser. One of the answers of students in the SKB group that is considered to represent other 
students can be seen in figure 4. 

 
Figure 4 
One of the SKB answers (Question No. 3) 

In figure 4, students write Sig. 0.0001 is greater than 0.05, so it is wrong in making interpretations. 
Students also still do not interpret the hypothesis testing criteria. In question No. 3 for the SKB group, 
there were 3 students who answered correctly, 6 answered but not correctly and 1 did not answer. 

Medium Mathematics Ability Subject (SKS) 

Use Visual Representations to Solve Problems. 

In accordance with the problems given, most of the credits can make hypotheses from a given visual 
representation. Students can distinguish H0, Ha and interpret the answers to questions. However, there 
are also students in the SKS group who are still constrained in making hypotheses. One of the answers 
of students in the SKS group that is considered to represent other students can be seen in the following 
picture. 

 
Figure 5 
One of the SKS answers (Question No. 1) 

One-Sample Test 

 

Test Value = 20 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

score 4.025 19 .001 2.85000 1.3679 4.3321 

 
Tranlate : 
If sig (2-tailed) will be rejected if Ho < 0.05 and Ha will be accepted if Ha > 0.05 is greater. but it depends on the data. 
some are the same and some are not. So, the conclusion of the output of data number 1 is that Ho is rejected because 

0.001 is smaller than 0.05 and Ha will be accepted because 0.0001 is greater 

 
 

 

Translate: 
Ho :  The average value of 6th grade students' mathematics learning outcomes is 20. 
H1   :   The average value of 6th grade students' mathematics learning outcomes is not equal to 20. 
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In Figure 5, students in the SKS group can already make null and alternative hypotheses in their own 
language according to the SPSS output. In question No. 1 for the SKS group, there were 24 students 
who answered correctly, and 8 answered but not correctly. 

Create a Mathematical Equation or Model from a Given Representation. 

In accordance with the problems given, most of the credits have been able to make regression 
equations from the given representations. Some students are still confused by the two outputs 
presented so that many make interpretations of the correlation coefficient. One of the answers of 
students in the SKS group which is considered to represent other students can be seen in figure 6 : 

 
Figure 6 
One of the SKS answers (Question No. 2) 

In Figure 6, students in the SKS group can make mathematical modeling appropriately and make 
interpretations. In question No. 2 for the SKS group, there were 16 students who answered correctly, 
14 answered but did not answer correctly and 2 did not answer. 

Write an Interpretation of a Representation. 

In accordance with the problems given, most of the credits have been able to interpret the 
representation of the given SPSS output correctly. Students can distinguish between interpretations 
and hypotheses. However, some students are still constrained by the interpretation of the symbols H0 

and Ha. One of the answers of students in the SKS group which is considered to represent other 
students can be seen in figure 7: 

 
Figure 7 

One of the SKS answers (Question No. 3) 

 
a = The value of 7.439 is a constant number which means that if there is no x variable then the constant 
value of the y variable is 7.439. 
b =  regression coefficient number. The value is 0.939. This figure means that for every 1% addition to the 
level of the variable x, the variable y will increase by 0.939. 
so because the value of the regression coefficient (+), it can be concluded that the variable (x) has a positive 
effect on (y). so the regression equation is Y = 7.439 + 0.939x 

 
Based on the output data above, it is known that the value of sig (2-tailed) is 0.001 < 0.05, it can be concluded that Ho is 
rejected and Ha is accepted. Thus it can be interpreted that the average score of the 10th grade mathematic test results at 
SMAN 1 Pabedilan is not the same as 75. 
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In Figure 7, students in the SKS group can provide interpretations in their own language based on the 
representation given. Students already understand the test criteria, but they still have not provided an 
interpretation. H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. In question No. 3 for the SKS group, there were 17 
students who answered correctly, 12 answered but did not answer correctly and 3 did not answer. 

Upper Mathematics Ability Subject (SKA) 

Use Visual Representations to Solve Problems. 

In accordance with the problems given, most SKA can make hypotheses from the visual 
representations presented. However, some SKAs still write down the test criteria. This means that 
there are several SKA that still cannot differentiate between the hypothesis and the test criteria. One of 
the answers of students in the SKA group that is considered to represent other students can be seen in 
the following picture. 

 
Figure 8 
One of the SKA answers (Question No. 1) 

In Figure 8, one of the SKA’s can write a difference test hypothesis. H0: Battery life = 20 hours and 
Ha: battery life ≠ 20 hours. In question No. 1 for the SKA group, 4 students answered correctly and 4 
students answered incorrectly. 

Create a Mathematical Equation or Model from a Given Representation. 

According to the given problem, most of the SKA can construct simple linear regression equations 
from the given representations. Students in the SKA group have been able to give the meaning of the 
regression equation correctly. Only a small proportion of SKA answered the coefficient of 
determination. One of the answers of students in the SKA group that is considered to represent other 
students can be seen in figure 9. 

 
Translate  
Ho : Battery life = 20 hours 
Ha : Batettery life ≠ 20 hours 
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Figure 9 
One of the SKA answers (Question No. 2) 

In Figure 9, one of the SKA writes the general regression equation first, namely Y ̂ = a + bX then 
writes the regression equation according to the given representation. SKA provides an interpretation of 
the answered regression equation. In question no. 2 for the SKA group, 3 students answered correctly 
and 5 students answered incorrectly. 

Write an Interpretation of a Representation. 

In accordance with the given problem, most of the SKA can make an interpretation from the given 
SPSS output table representation. Students in the SKA group write their interpretations by referring to 
the predetermined test criteria. A small proportion of SKA are still mistaken in making interpretations. 
For example, writing is not the same as being not less. This resulted in the value obtained was not 
optimal. One of the answers of students in the SKA group that is considered to represent other students 
can be seen in figure 10. 

 
Figure 10 
One of the SKA answers (Question No. 3) 

 
Regression equation : ŷ = a + bx 
a : If there is no game play (x) then the consistent value of student learning (y) is 7.439 
b: the number of regression coefficients, the value is 0.939. That number means that for every 1% addition to the level 
of playing the game (x), student learning outcomes (y) will increase by 0.939. 
Because the value of the regression coefficient is positive, it can be said that playing games (x) has a positive effect on 
student learning outcomes (y). so that the regression equation model is:  
ŷ = 7.439+ 0.939x 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Test Criteria: 
If sig 2 tailed > 0.05, then H0 is accepted 
If sig 2 tailed < 0.05, then Ha is rejected 
From the results of the SPSS output above, sig. 2 tailed is 0.001 < α = 0.05, then H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. it 
means battery life is not 20 
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In Figure 10, one of the students' answers from the SKA group can provide an interpretation according 
to the representation given. Before giving interpretation, SKA wrote the test criteria first. In question 
No. 3 for SKA groups, 6 students answered correctly and 2 students answered but not correctly. 

Types of Errors Resolving Problems Based on Newman Procedures 

After getting an overview of the mathematical representation of prospective English teachers, the 
researchers then analyzed what types of errors were made in the SKB, SKS, and SKA groups based on 
the Newman Procedure. The following is a recapitulation table of the percentage of errors per question 
number. 

Table 6 
Types of Errors the Prospective English teachers 

Error Type 
 

Ability Level 

SKA SKS SKB 

Reading - - - 

Understanding the Problem 50 % 25 % 60 % 

Transformation 37.5 % 37.5 % 60 % 

Process Skills 25 % 9.4 % 30 % 

Written Answer Error 25 % 34.38% 60 % 

Misunderstanding the Problem in SKA, SKS, SKB.  

Mistakes in understanding the problem mostly occur in the second indicator, namely misunderstanding 
and using the problem. This error can be seen in Figure 11. 
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Translate : 
Hypothesis. 
H0 : the average value is 4.025 equal to 2.85000 
Ha : the average value is 1.3679 equal to 4.3321 
Basis for decision making: If Sig (2-tailed) < α = 0.01 then Ha is rejected (basic for decision making). If the value of Sig (2-
tailed) > α0.05 then H0 is accepted (decision) 

 
Translate : 
Hypothesis.  
H0 : There is no difference in the average learning achievement between the Mawar class and the Orchid class. 
H1 : There is a difference in the average learning achievement between the Mawar class and the Orchid class. Test Criteria: 
If the value of Sig. 2 tailed > 0.05 then H0 is accepted and Ha is rejected 
If the value of Sig. 2 tailed < 0.05 then H1 is accepted and H0 is rejected 

 
Translate :  
If Sig (2-tailed) < α=0.05 (then H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted) 
If Sig (2-tailed) > α=0.05 (then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected) 

Figure 11 
Examples of SKB, SKS, and SKA answers 

In Figure 11, for the SKB group, it can be seen that prospective English teachers have not yet 
understood the meaning of each number listed in the SPSS output. This is evidenced by an error in 
interpreting the figures in the SPSS outputs. SKB wrote 4.025 and 1.3679 as the average value which 
should be the count and the lowest value at the 95% significance level. Misunderstanding other 
problems for the SKB group include SKB writing the data normality hypothesis even though the 
desired hypothesis is the difference of one sample. In addition, SKB did not write down the null 
hypothesis and its counter hypothesis exactly according to the SPSS output. The SKB defines the test 
criteria and interpretation of the results even though what is requested is a hypothesis.  

In figure 11, one of the English teacher candidates in the SKS group made a wrong hypothesis. SKS 
writes the two-sample difference test hypothesis which should be one-sample difference test. In Figure 
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10 the SKA group, part of the mistakes of the prospective English teachers lies in making a hypothesis 
because they do not understand the SPSS output well. The answer that is asked is to make a research 
hypothesis but SKA writes the test criteria. 

Transformation Error  

Transformation errors mostly occur in indicators using incorrect formulas. SKB, SKS, and SKA group 
errors can be seen in Figure 12. 

Figure 12 
Examples of SKB, SKS, and SKA answers 

In Figure 12, for the SKB group, the fault lies in the transformation of the mathematical symbol. SKB 

has not transformed student services into a symbol and student activities into . In addition, the 
formula that has been written is not the same as the meaning given. In the regression formula, SKB 
writes the dependent variable of student activity, while in the interpretation it writes student services. It 
is suspected, SKB still cannot distinguish the dependent variable and the independent variable. 
Furthermore, based on one of the SKS group answers, the general equation written down is correct. 
However, SKS was wrong in writing the constants. SKS says 0.176 should be 7,349. In addition, other 

 
Translate : 
student service = 7,439 + 0.939 student activity. Constant value of 7.439 states that if there are no two 
independent variables, then student service is 7.439. The coefficient value of 0.939 indicates that increasing 
student acivity by 1 will increase service to student activities by 0.939 

 
Translate: 
Regression Equation 
Y = a + bx 
Y = 0.176 + 0.799 x 

 
Y = a + bx 
a :  constant number of unstandardized coefficients. means that if there is no parental IQ score, then the child's IQ 
consistent value is 7,439. 
b : The value is 0.939. It means that for every 7.99% addition there is no additional child's IQ score. then there is an 
additional parental IQ score of 0.939 
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SKS errors are incorrectly used formulas, incomplete in writing interpretations and writing hypothesis 
tests, interpretations, regression coefficients even though what is required is a regression equation. In 
the SKA group, the error lies in the use of incorrect formulas. SKA states the value of a as the 
regression coefficient (size of influence) which should be the coefficient of the independent variable. 

Process Skills Error 

Many processing skills errors occur in the error indicators in the correct formulas used but the work 
has not been completed. SKB, SKS, and SKA group errors can be seen in Figure 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13 
Examples of SKB, SKS, and SKA answers  

In figure 13, the SKB group could not carry out the procedure correctly even though they had written 

the formula correctly. SKB has written the regression equation  but it is wrong in interpreting 

the answer. SKB writes  which should be . In addition, SKB also experienced 
difficulties in giving meaning to the regression equation. This can be seen from the explanation 
regarding the linear regression equation. The SKB explains whether there is an effect or not, whereas 
the SKB should describe a regression model involving independent and bound variables. Similar to the 
SKB group, the SKS group also wrote down the regression equation correctly. However, the 
procedure is still wrong. SKS does not carefully read the constant value in the SPSS output and 
misrepresents the simple linear regression equation. In the SKA group, several SKAs were able to 

 
Translate : 
From the SPSS output obtained: 
value a : 7.439 
b value : 0.939 
can be written: Y = a + bX     so     Y = 7.439 – 0.939 X 
Sig 0.001 is smaller than the probability value, then H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. it can be interpreted that there is an 

influence on student activities. 

 
Translate : 
Score : a = 7.439 nilai b = 0.939 it can writte : Y = a+bX,  
Y = 7.349 – 0.939 x.  Sig 0.00 < 0.05. Nilai probabilitas 0.05 H0 ditolak dan Ha diterima. artinya ada pengaruh antara 
penggunaan gula pasir dan gula batu untuk penderita diabetes. 

 
Translate : 
from the output coefficients, in the unstandardized coefficients column a regression equation can be formed : ŷ = 7.439 + 

0.939x 
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write the general regression equation and substitute it based on the SPSS output. However, this work 
should be equipped with an explanation of the meaning of the regression equation.  

Errors in Writing the Final Answer 
The error in writing the final answer occurred because students could not write the interpretation 
correctly and did not write a conclusion whether the null hypothesis was accepted or not. SKB, SKS, 
and SKA group errors can be seen in Figure 14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 
Examples of SKB, SKS, and SKA answers 

In figure 14, one of the answers representing the SKB group regarding the error in writing the answers 
in Figure 14 is that the SKB does not provide a complete conclusion on the meaning of acceptance or 
rejection of H0. In the SKS group, the error lies in determining the statistical test. The output presented 
is related to the one-sample hypothesis test, but there are students who test the difference between two 
independent samples. The SKA group wrote down the test criteria before making interpretations. The 
fault lies with SKA not writing conclusions correctly. It is suspected that SKA is still confused about 
writing interpretations. To improve the quality of data observations on the results of SPSS output, 
complete observations are needed (J. A. Waller et al., 2016). 
 

 
Translate : 
if sig. (2tailed) will be rejected if H0 < 0.05 and Ha will be accepted if Ha> 0.05. but it depends on the data. some are the 
same and some are not. So, the conclusion of the output of data number 1 is that H0 is rejected because 0.001 is smaller 
than 0.05 and Ha will be accepted because 0.0001 is greater 

 
Translate : 
Based on the results of the SPSS output above, the Sig value is obtained. (2-tailed) of 0.001 < 0.05. So according to the 
basis of decision making in the one sample t test, it can be concluded that H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted, which means 
that there is a difference in the average learning achievement of the Orchid class and the Rose class. 

 
Translate 
if sig. (2tailed) <α = 0.005 Ha will be accepted. if Sig(2-tailed) > α = 0.005 Ha will be rejected. Based on the results of 

SPSS output, the sig. (2-tailed) value is 0.001 which means < 0.05. Means Ha is accepted. it means that there is a 
difference in the average value of  
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DISCUSSION 

Student ability is the most important factor in learning mathematics because it determines success in 
implementing learning and absorbing learning material (Tambunan, 2018). Effective mathematical 
problem solving begins with the problem representation phase (Krawec, 2014). Based on the above 
analysis, the ability of the three groups of students to represent the three groups of students in solving 
statistical questions on ELT is different. The most basic problem related to mathematical 
representation is the understanding of questions (Sajadi et al., 2013). In question Number 1, almost all 
SKB groups were still unable to make a hypothesis from the visual representation provided. Most of 
them make test criteria or other hypotheses that do not match the visual representation given. Even 
though what is desired in the questions is the one-sample comparison hypothesis according to the 
given SPSS output table. In the SKS and SKA groups, subjects had very little difficulty in making 
hypotheses. Subjects can make hypotheses based on their own sentences and adjusted to the given 
table representation. This is because during the learning statistics on ELT SKA and SKS are active in 
answering practice questions, presentations and group discussions. 

In question number 2 with indicators of making mathematical equations or models from the given 
representation, the SKB group cannot make a simple linear regression model according to the output 
of SPSS. Almost all SKB did not write down the general equation for regression, misread the table, 
and were fooled by the determination coefficient table. In making a modeling or mathematical 
equation, the subject must be able to think abstraction. SKB does not have a good level of abstraction 
thinking. Even though the structure of mathematical representations can be seen in mental 
constructions / abstractions made to achieve and understand mathematical concepts (Widada & 
Herawaty, 2017). The SKS and SKA groups have a good abstraction concept. In the SKS and SKA 
groups, subjects had very few difficulties in making mathematical equations or models. Subjects are 
able to recognize the relationship of a mathematical procedure of a representation to other equivalent 
representation procedures, and explain the mathematical model in their own language. 

In question number 3, with the indicator writing an interpretation of a representation, the SKB group 
was still wrong in ordering the decimal. This is a basic mathematical concept that the SKB group has 
not mastered well. In the SKS group, the interpretation given was still incomplete. Subjects are still 
confused about defining H0 as rejected or accepted. Therefore, both SKB and SKS must be reminded 
again of the basic concept of numbers and the meaning of each number in the SPSS output. This is in 
line with (Sundayana, 2012) that one of the weaknesses of students in statistics courses is that most of 
them are only able to perform calculations mechanically but students are still confused about 
interpreting and explaining the results of these calculations. This is important so that SKB and SKS 
can provide interpretations according to the representation given. In the SKA group, the subject had 
almost no difficulty in providing interpretation. This is evidenced by the three indicators of 
representation ability, writing an interpretation of a mathematical representation gets the highest score. 
Subjects can use mathematics in everyday life, understand the relationship between mathematical 
topics and provide interpretations according to representations. In general, the ability of mathematical 
representation is an important ability that needs to be developed for prospective English teachers. One 
way to improve mathematical representation skills is to provide an understanding of the language of 
mathematics. According to Verschafel, several steps to provide solutions to word problems include 
providing an understanding of the definition and developing a situation model, developing a 
mathematical model based on the right situation, working on mathematical models to obtain 
mathematical results, interpreting the results related to the problem situation, checking whether the 
interpreted mathematical results are appropriate (Verschaffel et al., 2020), with the goal and 
communicating the solutions obtained (Pongsakdi et al., 2020). Based on the problem of mathematical 
representation ability, it can be seen the types of errors that are often made by research subjects in 
terms of the Newman procedure. 
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Error Analysis of Prospective English Teachers in Making Research Hypotheses 

The material determines the hypothesis according to the representation contained in the type of 
question number 1. Subjects are asked to make a one-sample difference test hypothesis with the 
provisions of Test Value = 20. In making a hypothesis the subject is given the freedom to determine 
his own sentence as long as the null hypothesis and the match are right. An example of a null and 
counter hypothesis that can be made is : 

H0 :   (The average value of speech language proficiency in the control class =  

  20) 

Ha :    (The average value of speech impaired language proficiency in the  

control class is not 20).  

The most common mistake in question Number 1 is understanding the problem. Some of the errors 
found were misunderstanding the numbers in the SPSS output table, writing down the test criteria even 
though what was being asked was the hypothesis, wrong in determining the statistical test hypothesis, 
unable to determine the null and its counter hypothesis correctly. Errors in formulating hypotheses are 
caused because the subject does not understand the problem presented by the problem. This is in line 
with Putro's research which states that the causes of student errors in making hypotheses are caused by 
not being careful in understanding the problem and not understanding using connecting signs / 
notations (Putro & Darminto, 2015). 

Error Analysis of Prospective English Teachers on Simple Linear Regression Equations. 

The material for making a simple linear regression model is found in question number 2. Subjects are 
asked to write a simple linear regression model and explain its meaning. The general simple regression 

equation is , where  is the dependent variable and  is the independent variable. Based on 

the questions obtained y diperoleh , meaning that if the value of listening ability 
increases by 1, then the value of student activity will increase by 0.939 (a case example). The most 
common mistake found in the SKA, SKS and SKB groups was transformation. Some of these errors 
are, for example, the formula that has been written is not the same as the meaning given, still unable to 
distinguish the dependent variable and the independent variable, incorrectly writing constants and 
using incorrect formulas. In question number 2, there is a type of process skills error. This error occurs 
because you cannot run the procedure correctly even though you have written the formula correctly. 

For example, SKB has written the regression equation , but it misrepresents the answer. 

SKB writes  which should be . Other errors include the subject 
having difficulty in giving the meaning of the regression equation, not being careful in reading the 
constant value in the SPSS output. 

Error Analysis of Prospective English Teachers in Providing Interpretations. 

The material providing interpretations is in question number 3. The error in writing the final answer 
occurs because students cannot write the interpretation correctly. Interpretation can be developed by 
the subject in his own sentence as long as the meaning is in accordance with the SPSS output in the 
problem. For example, according to the representation given, the required test criterion is if the value 

of Sig.(2-tailed) > , then H0 is accepted. Because Sig.(2-tailed) = 0.001 <  = 0.05 then H0 is 
rejected, meaning that the average value of speech impaired language proficiency in the control class 
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is not 20. Some of the mistakes of research subjects in giving interpretations include not giving 
complete conclusions about the meaning of acceptance or rejection of H0, not writing conclusions 
correctly. It is suspected that the research subjects are still confused about writing interpretations. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the analysis and discussion and referring to the formulation of the problem, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: first, the ability of mathematical representation at the upper level is in the 
medium category, the medium level is in the medium category, and the lower level is in the very low 
category. Second, the SKB group made many mistakes in understanding the problem, transforming the 
problem, and writing the final answer. The SKS group made the most mistakes in writing the final 
answer and the SKA group made the most mistakes in understanding the problem. Based on the results 
of the research, the researcher suggests that learning should start from basic concepts, not only 
memorizing but understanding the concept of a material, giving problems related to mathematical 
representation abilities with lots of practice questions, especially in statistical hypothesis testing. This 
is important so that prospective English teachers can improve their quantitative literacy skills and 
conduct research with appropriate data processing. 
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